
6 Common Logic syntax and semantics
This section specifies the normative aspects of the syntax and semantics of Common Logic and of any 
logic that may be called a dialect of Common Logic.  In any definition, the underlined terms are the 
ones that are being defined.  Any term in italics is defined in a later statement.

6.1 Abstract syntax
The semantics of Common Logic is specified in an abstract syntax that has no printable form.       
Every dialect of Common Logic shall be expressed in a printable concrete syntax, as specified in 
Section 6.3. 

6.1.1  Names, sentences, and texts are well-formed expressions. 

6.1.2  A text is a set of zero or more sentences and comments. 

6.1.3  A sentence is an atom, a Boolean sentence, or a quantified sentence.

6.1.4  An atom is either an equation containing two arguments, which are terms, or an atomic sentence, 
which consists of a term, called the predicate, and a term sequence called the argument sequence, the 
elements of which are called arguments of the atom. 

6.1.5  A Boolean sentence has a type, called a connective, and a number of sentences called the 
components of the Boolean sentence.  There are five types of Boolean sentences:  conjunctions and 
disjunctions have zero or more components; implications and biconditionals have two components; and
negations have one component.

For every interpretation, the semantics of Section 6.2 evaluates a conjunction of zero sentences as true. 
It evaluates a disjunction of zero sentences as false.

6.1.6  A quantified sentence has (i) a type, called a quantifier, (ii) a finite, nonrepeating sequence of 
names and sequence markers called the binding sequence, each element of which is called a binding of 
the quantified sentence, and (iii) a sentence called the body of the quantified sentence.  The two types 
of quantified sentence are the universal and the existential.  A name or sequence marker which occurs 
in the binding sequence is said to be bound in the body.  Any name or sequence marker which is not 
bound in the body is said to be free in the body. 

6.1.7  A term is either a name or a functional term. 

6.1.8  A functional term consists of a term, called the operator, and a term sequence called the argument
sequence, the elements of which are called arguments of the functional term. 

6.1.9  A term sequence is a finite sequence of terms or sequence markers. 

Note:  Term sequences may be empty.  An atomic sentence with zero arguments may be used to 
represent a proposition.  A functional term with zero arguments may be used to represent a constant. 

6.1.10  A lexicon is a union (V∪S) of two disjoint sets:  V of names and S of sequence markers.

6.1.11  A comment is data that shall be designated as a comment and may be attached to other 
comments or to well-formed expressions.  There are no restrictions on the data of a comment.



6.2 Semantics of the CL abstract syntax

The semantics of the CL abstract syntax is defined in terms of a satisfaction relation between a text and 
mathematical structures called interpretations. 

6.2.1  An interpretation I of the abstract syntax with lexicon V∪S is a set UI, called the universe of I,     

and mappings for the categories of relations, functions, names, and sequence markers: 

• For relations, relI maps UI to the set UI* of finite sequences of elements of UI.  The set UI* 

includes the empty sequence < >, which contains no elements of  UI. 

• For functions,  funI maps UI to total functions from UI* to UI. 

• For names, intI maps V to UI. 

• For sequence markers, seqI maps S to UI*. 

Note:   In some CL dialects, free names and bound names may have the same spelling.  In CLAS, a 
name in any binding shall be distinct from any free name or any name in a different binding that may 
have a similar spelling.  Any translation from a CL dialect to CLAS shall preserve that distinction.

6.2.2  For every interpretation I and every name n in V, the element intI(n) in UI is called the denotation

of n.  For every interpretation I and every element x in the universe UI, the set relI(x) is called the 

relational component of x, and the function funI(x) is called the functional component of x.  The 

relational component of x is called vestigial iff relI(x) is the empty set; the functional component of x is 

called vestigial iff  funI(x) is intI(x) for any sequence of zero or more arguments.

6.2.3  For any interpretation I and expression E, the sem  a  ntic va  lue   I(E) is determined by the rules in 
Table 1. 

Table 1 requires two auxiliary definitions:  concatenated sequences are used in rows E3 and E4, and  
N-variants of interpretations are used in rows E13 and E14.

6.2.4  If s = <s1, ..., sn> and t = <t1, ...., tm> are finite sequences, then s;t is the concatenated sequence 

<s1, ..., sn, t1, ..., tm>.  A concatenation of any sequence s with < > is identical to s:  s;< > = s.

6.2.5  Let N be a subset of a lexicon V∪S.  An interpretation J of V∪S is an N  -variant   of I if J is 
exactly like I except that intJ and seqJ may differ from intI and seqI in their assignments to elements    

of N.  Formally, J is an N-variant of I if UJ = UI,  relJ = relI,  funJ = funI,  intJ(n) = intI(n) for any   

name n not in N, and seqJ(s) = seqI(s) for any sequence marker s not in N. 

Table 1 does not specify an interpretation for comments.  The interpretation of any expression with     
an attached comment is the same as the interpretation of that expression without the comment.    
Adding or deleting comments cannot change the truth-conditions of any CL sentence or text.  
Nevertheless, comments are part of the formal syntax.  Applications should preserve comments         
and their attachments when importing or translating texts in any dialect of Common Logic.

The logic that conforms to the CL abstract syntax as specified in Section 6.1 and to the interpretations 
of Table 1 shall be called CL  -Leve1  .



Table 1 – Interpretation of expressions in the abstract syntax 

If E is an expression of the form Then I(E) = 

E1 name N intI(N)

E2 sequence marker S seqI(S)

E3 term sequence T1 ... Tn with T1 a term <I(T1)>;I(<T2 ... Tn >)

E4 term sequence T1 ... Tn with T1 a sequence marker I(T1);I(<T2 ... Tn >)

E5 term with operator O and argument sequence S funI(I(O))(I(S))

E6 Atom which is an equation containing terms T1, T2 true if I(T1) = I(T2), otherwise false

E7 Atomic sentence with predicate P and argument 
sequence S

true if I(S) is in relI(I(P)), otherwise false

E8 Boolean sentence of type negation 
and component C

true if I(C) = false, otherwise false

E9 Boolean sentence of type conjunction 
and components C1 ... Cn

true if n=0 or if I(C1) = ... = I(Cn) = true, 
otherwise false

E10 Boolean sentence of type disjunction 
and components C1 ... Cn

false if n=0 or if I(C1) = ... = I(Cn) = false, 
otherwise true

E11 Boolean sentence of type implication 
and components C1, C2

false if I(C1) = true and I(C2) = false, otherwise 
true

E12 Boolean sentence of type biconditional 
and components C1, C2

true if I(C1) = I(C2), otherwise false

E13 quantified sentence of type universal 
with bindings N and body B

true if for every N-variant J of I, J(B) is true, 
otherwise false

E14 quantified sentence of type existential 
with bindings N and body B

true if for some N-variant J of I, J(B) is true, 
otherwise false

E15 sentence S I(S)

E16 A text containing the sentences S1 ... Sn true if n=0 or if I(S1) = ... = I(Sn) = true, 
otherwise false


